ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
A communication network can be brokedown to pieces partially or completely from unexpected factors. This situation can prevent data transmit so there would be a big problem on the system to perform it's task. Therefore, the vulnerability and the reliability measure the resistance of the network disturbance of operations after the failure of certain stations. To measure the vulnerability and the reliability we have some parameters which are connectivity [7, 11, 12] , integrity [3] , scattering number [8] , rupture degree [9] , neighbor-rupture degree [1] and edgeneighbor-rupture degree [2] .
Terminology and notations are not defined in this paper but it can be found [4, 5] . Let = , be a simple graph and let e be any edge of . The set, = ∈ | ≠ ; ! " is the open neighborhood of e, and [e] = {e} ∪ (e) is the closed neighborhood of e. An edge e in is said to be subverted if the closed neighborhood of e is removed from . In other words, if = $, % than − &e( = − $, % . A set of edges = ) , * , … , , is called an edge subversion strategy of if each of the edges in has been subverted from . If has been subverted from the graph , then the remaining graph is called survival graph, denoted by − . An edge subversion strategy is called an edge-cutstrategy of if the survival subgraph − is disconnected or is a single vertex or the empty graph The Thorny graph of the graph is denoted by ⋆ , or if the respectiveparameters need to be specified, by ⋆ 3 ) , 3 * , … , 3 4 [6]. is the minimum number of vertices that need to be removed in order to disconnect a graph [4] . 
As shown, figure 1.1, figure 1.2,figure 1.3,figure 1.4 In this paper, the edge-neighbor-rupture degree of some graphs is obtained and the relations between edge-neighbor-rupture degree and other parameters are determined [2] .
EDGE-NEIGHBOR-RUPTURE DEGREE ON GRAPH OPERATIONS
In this section some theorems are given for edge-neighbor-rupture degree on the graph operations. Connected, undirected, simple graphs are examined.
Theorem 2.1:Let be a regular graph and
⋆ is a thorny graph of (adding a vertex to any vertex of a graph). Then the edge-neighbor-rupture degree of is,
Proof:Since is regular graph, you can start from any edge to delete. There are two cases.
Case 1:
If we start to delete an edge that is incident to an added vertex, while Sedge-cutstrategynumber is not changing,( − ) numbers of components are increased 1. So the result is increased 1.
Case 2:If we start to delete an edge that is not incident to an added vertex, while Sedge-cutstrategy number and the number of the components are not changed, maximum order of the components are increased. So the result is increased.
The result takes maximum value in case 1. So the proof is completed.■ edges to delete all the edges of R 4 soR , is remained. Therefore,
Case 2: If we select an edge-cut-strategy from combining edges of R 4 and R , , We get,
Case 3:If we select an edge-cut-strategy fromR , , we need 4 * edges to delete all the edges of R , soR 4 is remained. Therefore,
The results take maximum value in case 1. So the proof is completed.
Corollary 2.3:
The edge-neighbor-rupture degree of R * +R 4 is, Proof: For the minimum value of , − must be the smallest, | | and − must be the greatest.
Let S be an edge-cut-strategy of and | | = . There are two cases for the elements of . 
CONCLUSION
In this study, we investigate the edge-neighbor rupture degree of graphs obtained by graph operations. The graph operations are used to obtain new graphs. Union, join and mostly thorny operations are taken into consideration in this work. These operations are performed to various graphs and their edge-neighbor rupture degrees were determined.
